Abstract. In this work the indentation behaviour of sandwich beams is studied adopting the classical approach representing the core material as a Winkler-type foundation. It is shown how most of the proposed theories can be derived from a general fourth order linear differential equation expressing the equilibrium of the indented beam skin. Different assumptions on the supporting boundary constraints and materials constitutive behaviour, lead to simplifications of the general equation and to the prediction of different indentation features. An extension of the Segment-Wise approach recently proposed in the literature is in particular presented with potential to better simulate foam cores with markedly non-linear compressive behavior. Results from experimental indentation tests performed on sandwiches employing thermoplastic based matrices and foams are also presented to supplement the theoretical analysis.
Introduction
Sandwich structures employing lightweight composite skin faces and honeycomb or polymer foam cores are well established structural solutions exhibiting top performances in terms of specific flexural stiffness [1] . A main drawback is though represented by the relatively soft core materials employed, usually prone to develop permanent damage under localised loading. Typical structural sandwich applications such as panel flooring, body in white or monocoque transport structures can rather frequently experience localised static or low velocity impact loadings, which may induce permanent indentation damages due to local plastic deformation of the core. This inconvenience is usually significant since the induced damage can seriously deteriorate the residual load bearing capabilities of a sandwich structure [2] [3] [4] , but can also determine other concerns in terms of aesthetic and functionality, in particular when secondary structural applications are considered.
Classical basic theories modelling the global flexural and shear rigidity in sandwich panels usually consider the core as transversely incompressible, hence lacking any capability for designing against local loading effects [1] . Different and more sophisticated analytical approaches have been proposed by many researchers, all trying to address a similar class of problems summarised as follow: a) determine the indentation law, i.e. the load versus displacement indentation curve, possibly including both the elastic and plastic range of core compressive behaviour; b) determine the critical applied load at core yielding onset; c) determine the level of permanent damages induced such as: the extent of residual dent, the extension of the core plastic zone, the load value at which local skin bending failure occurs.
The most popular approach to the study of the indentation behaviour in sandwiches with transversely compressible cores consists in solving the equilibrium equations of the loaded skin face represented as a beam or plate resting on a Winkler type foundation [2] . Solutions limited to an elastic compression behaviour of the foundation have been provided by many authors [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Solutions are available for both sandwich beams [2, 3, 5, 10, 11] and plates [6] [7] [8] [9] 11] . In [6, 7, 9] a two parameters elastic foundation approach is used able to include also shear forces at the face-core interface while a justification for neglecting them in the case of sandwich beams, thus considering only normal forces (assumption found in the in the majority of works) is provided in [10] . Solutions are most frequently provided for the fully backed sandwich where the unloaded face is resting against a rigid foundation [2, 3, 5, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Solutions for edge supported beams (e.g. three point bending configuration in 2D) are provided by superposition approaches, e.g. by simply adding the indentation displacement contribution to the mid span bending and shear displacements measured with the classic approach [15] . A more rigorous approach is proposed by Steeves at al [10] in which a solution for an elastic-perfectly-plastic foundation constitutive behaviour is also derived. In [6] [7] [8] solutions for edge supported and edge clamped panels with the core behaving as an elastic foundation are also provided, and the influence of a distributed load, as opposed to the point load assumption, is discussed in [8] . The indentation behaviour beyond the elastic limit of the foundation has been generally treated by representing the yielding behaviour of the foam as perfectly-plastic ("Crushable" foam) and solutions are provided in [2] [3] [10] [11] [12] [13] 15] based on different solutions to the differential equations problem. Solutions for the important estimation of residual dents after core yielding are more rare to find [3, 4] , while the segment-wise approach proposed in [14] has good but yet unexplored potentials for dealing with the evaluation of residual dents in foamed core sandwiches. Recently the sandwich panels higher order theory approach [16] has also been used to derive the indentation law in the core elastic compression range for both fully backed and edge supported beams, with interesting results as compared to those of classic approaches [17] .
In this study analytical models for the point loaded sandwich beam indentation problem are reviewed by presenting a unified approach based on the segment-wise model recently proposed by Minakuchi et al. [14] . It is shown in particular that solutions based on elastic and elastic-perfectlyplastic constitutive laws can be derived as particular cases of this approach. The potentials of the segment-wise method are also highlighted in terms of modelling core materials with highly non linear compressive behaviours. Some preliminary experimental results are finally presented based on quasi-static indentation tests performed on sandwich beams manufactured adopting FRP faces made of thermoplastic matrices and thermoplastic foam cores. The indentation curves from the tests are compared with analytical solutions derived under different simplifying assumptions.
Analytical models
The most comprehensive approach to local indentation in sandwich consider the equilibrium differential equation of a beam (2D case) or a plate (3D case) perfectly attached to a compressible foundation. The simpler case of a sandwich beam is in particular considered. The beam skin is subject to a vertical point load on the upper face and to the foundation reactions on the lower face. Three main assumptions are in particular made which result in a simplified equilibrium equation: a) the beam material is linear elastic and brittle (i.e. local brittle bending failure occurs without onset of plastic yielding); b) the core material exhibits in general an elastic-perfectly plastic compressive behaviour; c) only normal stress components in the core transverse direction are considered at the skin-core interface (requiring only one stiffness parameter to model the foundation elastic response). Steeves et al. [10] have in particular pointed out how the above assumptions are well met by brittle FRP skins and polymer foam cores, although not limited to these material combinations.
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Elastic-plastic foundation models
Different solutions have been proposed under different supporting boundary conditions and material behaviour assumptions (see table 1 ). The main cases proposed regard: x Point loaded sandwich beams where the lower skin is resting on a rigid surface, i.e. a fully backed sandwich beam (FB) [2, 3, 5, [11] [12] [13] [14] ; x Point loaded and edge supported sandwich beams, i.e. three point bending scheme (TPB) [10] ; x Core material behaving as a rigid perfectly plastic foundation (RPP) [10, 12] ; x Core material behaving as a pure linear elastic foundation (E) [2, 3, 5, 13, 14] ; x Core material behaving as an elastic-perfectly plastic foundation (EPP) [2, 3, 10, 11, 15] .
The general expression for the equilibrium equation of the beam is a fourth order linear differential equation [2, 3, 14] , whose coefficients are functions of the core and skin geometric, elastic and constitutive properties. This equation can be written as: c
where x is the beam axis coordinate centred on the loading point and w the transverse deflection orthogonal to the beam axis. The presence of coefficients l, k, c depends on the particular core constitutive behaviour, while coefficient m appears only in the case of a TPB loading configuration (see table 1 for which coefficients are present in the various models, and table 2 for their definitions). Minakuchi et al. [14] have proposed a segment-wise discretisation of the core constitutive behaviour (abbreviated SW in table 1) to represent more complex uniaxial compression behaviours.
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The model is proposed for a FB support type, and the beam axis is discretised into segments each responding to a portion of the material segmented behaviour. Each beam segment has a different form of equation (1) with different values of the l, k, c coefficients according to the corresponding material behaviour.
Segment-wise approach
A segment-wise approach has recently been proposed by Minakuchi et al. [14] in order to study the indentation behaviour on core materials following complex uniaxial compression behaviours, which may include also unloading steps for residual dent evaluation. In particular the approach proposed in [14] is fully developed and implemented on a periodic shape aluminium honeycomb core. It is shown here that the segment-wise approach can be applied to model a foam core with a generic nonlinear monotonically increasing compression curve (see fig. 1a ). The set of lines discretising the non linear compression curve in fig. 1 can be considered as a succession of linear equations: used segments of number and where
where G i , is the unknown position along the beam axis at which the material changes his compressive behaviour from k i , q i (outer part) to k i+1 , q i+1 (inner part).
Applying the SW approach results in a system of n linear differential equations:
(a) (b) Minakuchi et al [14] report the general solutions for eq. (1). If for simplicity the compressive curve is considered monotonically increasing toward a horizontal plateau (as depicted in fig. 1a ), only three general solutions are needed: a) for k i >0 and q i =0 (e.g. when i=1), b) for k i >0 and q i 0, c) for k i =0 and q i 0 (e.g. when i=n). The general solutions are: 
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The problem has assigned a number of 5×n total boundary conditions, B.C., summarised in fig. 2 . Imposing the boundary conditions to the n solutions (eqs. 4) yields a system of 5×n non linear equations with (5×n+1) unknowns: 4×n consisting in A i, B i , C i and D i (with i=1 to n), (n-1) values of a i (with i=2 to n), and finally the last two unknowns consisting in P and D (from which the indentation curve is obtained). The system is reduced to 15 equations in 15 unknowns by assigning a value to a 2 and deriving a solution. Iterating the solution for a range of chosen a 2 values yields the entire curve P,D.
The generic final system of simultaneous 5×n equations from the application of all B.C. is nonlinear and hence not straight forward to solve. In [14] the previous model is applied to a honeycomb core structure. In this case the compressive and stretching behaviour is the same for each cell and the segmentation of the sandwich beam is easily established by dimensioning all values of a i (i= 2 to n) with the same size which is the size of the elementary honeycomb cell. This allows a reduction of unknowns and a more straight forward solution of the problem. In foam cores no such information is provided for a i . The segment-wise approach lends itself well as a unifying approach to the study of 24002-p.5 sandwich indentation, including different assumptions all based on modelling the core as a compressible foundation. In fact the basic cases of elastic (E) and elastic perfectly plastic (EPP) foundations are immediately derived from the above SW formulation according with the following opportune choice of the material compression curve segmentation:
x E-foundation: only one linear elastic segment is considered with the elastic foundation coefficient expressed as in [2, 3, 5] . In this case there will be only 5 B.C. If a non-linear core compressive behaviour is obtained and a SW approach used with a number of segments higher than 2, it is found that the final solving system is always non-linear.
Experimental results
In this work three sandwich beams have been assembled and tested under quasi-static indentation loading with the purpose to compare the measured indentation curves with those predicted using the EPP approach commented in section 2. A summary of the materials employed is reported in table 3, together with the values of physical parameters used in the analysis. All indentation curves were measured on a Instron 3367 testing rig equipped with a 1 kN load cell. A cylindrical indenter with diameter of 25 mm was used. Figure 3 shows pictures of samples S1 and S3 during the indentation test.
The main purpose in the experimental analysis presented in this work was the assessment of the RPP [12] and EPP analytical approaches on sandwich concepts employing thermoplastic matrices or foams with a markedly non linear behaviour. Future work is under way to apply a SW approach with a higher number of segments to better model the material behaviour in the case of marked nonlinearity. Figure 4 reports data from a flatwise compression test on a polypropylene foam. It is observed that the behaviour is highly non linear. The material is also able to recover from high strain deformations, resembling a hyperelastic behaviour. Figure 4a shows a residual 20 % compression after a 60 % total compression. This residual compression is largely further recovered after a certain relaxation time although some permanent damage was observed from successive loading cycles. In Fig. 4b the compression curve up to about 50 % strain (before marked densification occurs) is considered and an elastic-perfectly-plastic curve built according with the following criteria: the elastic slope is equal to the slope of the initial part of the foam compression curve; the value of the plateau is chosen such to have the area under the EPP curve equal to the area under the non-linear measured curve. The parameters of the approximated EPP compression curve were than used in the analytical prediction of the indentation curve (results shown in fig. 5b ). The same procedure is also followed to derive the EPP parameters in the case of sample 1. 24002-p.7 Figure 5 shows a comparison of analytical and experimental indentation curves for tested samples. It is found that the best match is for sample 3 where a crushable PVC foam is used. The adoption of a thermoplastic reinforced laminate in the skin face does not affect the effectiveness of the EPP approach in this case [3] . Also the RPP approach performs well for this case since the elastic stiffness of the foam is high, and the thin foam thickness does not allow to accumulate significant elastic compression before yielding. In the case of sample 2 the limits of the RPP prediction are more evident due to the high elastic deformation of the core. In the case of sample 1 a numerical prediction was also obtained which matches well with the analytical prediction. The foam behaviour in the numerical model was simulated implementing the hyperelastic constitutive models proposed by Abaqus, and based on the Ogden strain energy formulation. The Abaqus Hyperfoam strain energy potential is used, whose constitutive parameters have been determined from a lest-square fitting procedure which uses the experimental foam uniaxial compression test data.
Conclusions
In this work a unified approach summarised by eq. 1 is presented to describe the indentation behaviour of both fully backed and edge supported sandwich beams under local loading. The indentation problem is in particular modelled by studying the penetration of an elastic beam (sandwich skin face) on a compressible foundation (sandwich core). The work shows also that the foam core material constitutive compression behavior can be generalised by adapting a segmentwise (SW) model proposed in [14] . Simpler constitutive behaviours such as pure elastic and elasticperfectly-plastic (EPP) are in this case obtained as special cases according with the number and features of segments chosen in the SW approach. It is also evidenced the potential of the SW approach to analyse highly non linear foam core compression behaviours. Finally some experimental data are presented from testing of thermoplastic sandwich beams. A comparison is made between the experimental data and the analytical predictions obtained from employing an EPP approximation to simulate the non-linear compression behaviour of thermoplastic foam cores.
